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Southern hardwood timber markets are evolving rapidly. As
lumber and pulp markets continue to recover, prices are rising.
But, technological and global demand drivers are changing
the market’s fundamentals, increasing hardwood fiber demand
for paper, panels and wood pellets, increasing lumber demand
and improving small log recovery technology. These trends
are increasing hardwood forest investment returns, perhaps
faster than you think. If you own hardwood timberland and are
envisioning a harvest or converting that part of your forest to
pine plantation, there are some things to consider.

Hardwood Demand
Figure 1 shows the evolution of U.S. hardwood production
from 2004 to 2013, showing its recession-induced collapse
and the slow but steady recovery.
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Note hardwood manufacturing’s large and rapid decline
from 2005 through 2009 and the changing mix of lumber being
used for pallets and crating, industry and railroad ties. Then,
look at the expanding export segment. The proportion used
for flooring, cabinetry, millwork and furniture has shrunk to a
fraction of what it was ten years ago, reflecting a loss of U.S.
manufacturing to Asia.
Combined industrial, export and specialty uses are
changing the way we grow, process and view hard-wood
resources. During the recession, demand for tie logs, dragline
mats for oil and gas wells, and pallet lumber replaced sagging
grade lumber markets, enabling many highly distressed
hardwood mills to survive. For the first time, the poorer
grade hardwood log core used for ties and low grade lumber,
experienced stronger demand than the higher grade outer
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FIG. 2

History of U.S. Lumber Export Destinations
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portion. Demand for grade lumber is again growing as the
economy continues to improve, but strong demand for the inner
log persists.
Asian economies, particularly China, are importing everincreasing amounts of American hardwoods, both for domestic
consumption and re-export as manufactured products. Differing
Asian perceptions regarding species along with cheap labor have
enabled much species and grade substitution, setting traditional
pricing on its head. Hardwood markets in many U.S. regions are
at all-time highs. What some veterans predicted to be a temporary
export spike now appears to be a longer-term paradigm shift.
Figure 2 illustrates Asia’s growing share of U.S. lumber
exports. In 2014, export volumes set new records.
Figure 3 illustrates the relative proportion of hardwood
species being exported to China, about half open and half
closed grain species. The most rapidly increasing species
are red oak, yellow poplar and ash, though white oak and
hickory have held strong. All species are commonly harvested
throughout most of the South.
China’s lumber demand is accepting a widening species
selection. In early years, it focused largely on lower grades of
the least expensive species. In recent years, it has shown more
16
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interest in alternatives for the most expensive choices, like
Pacific Northwest alder instead of cherry, soft maple instead of
hard maple, hickory instead of oak, etc. As Chinese consumers
develop their preferences, markets for high end grades and
species, such as walnut, are improving.
As Chinese log and lumber demand increases, North
American hardwood lumber producers are poised to gain
significant market share of hardwood lumber exports, ensuring
an improving economic picture, though with uncertain timing
and duration, depending upon the global economic recovery. As
U.S. markets for hardwood lumber improve in concert with the
gradual rise of the housing industry, future increases in hardwood
stumpage appear likely.

Pricing
Figure 4 shows Timber Mart South’s long term, nominal
softwood and hardwood price series. In the last two years,
Southern hardwood saw timber stumpage prices have overtaken
those of pine and now are 20 percent higher. Simultaneously,
hardwood pulpwood prices have also gained on pine, now
ahead by about 10 percent. An equivalent hardwood chip-nsaw price, comparable to pine, does not exist.
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Technology
Marginal price increases for quality lumber have always
caused buyers to search for less expensive substitutes. Buyers’
use of hardwood species, grade, and overall quality are in
continual flux; less expen-sive substitutes are constantly being
introduced. As technologies rapidly evolve, wood materials as
well as species preferences change. This dynamic increasingly
takes place on a global stage.
Southern paper manufacturing once was dominated by pine
pulp. Over the last two decades, hardwood fiber has replaced
softwood fiber in a wide spectrum of paper manu¬facturing,
particularly in the South. Proportional demand for stronger,
long softwood fiber-based paper has decreased, and paper
processing technology has adapted to short, hardwood fiber.
Many papers comprised of both are now in the market.
Hardwoods, processed into wood pellets, have become an
important energy source. Pelletized, as a stable, dry product,
hardwood is a commodity that can be shipped around the

world. Mill residuals, once almost given away, have become
an important source of energy for onsite steam, electricity
production and pellets.
No part of the hardwood log is left unused. Hardwood
pulpwood now competes directly with pine pulpwood. In many
regions, it is actually more valuable.
Consumers of hardwood products are driven mainly
by price. In global markets, little resist¬ance exists to less
expensive and often more highly engineered wood materials
such as particle, fiber, and oriented strand board, various types
of laminates and plywood. Demand for hardwood products is
evolving perhaps more rapidly than at any stage in history.
In particle-based panel production, hardwood’s only
limitation is its weight. Consequently, harder hardwoods are
restricted for this use, but lighter species such as poplar and soft
maple often are used.
Small diameter sawlog milling once was restricted to pine
chip-n-saw mills, i.e., chipper canter rigs. This technology,
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FIG. 3

FIG. 4

Evolving U.S. Hardwood Lumber Export Species Mix to China
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The specifications for the three types of logs – pulp logs,
small saw logs and large saw logs – are changing. Depending upon
a region’s mix of paper mills and sawmills, the values of the three
products can range widely. We are in an era of unprecedented
change in the hardwood industry. Sellers should be advised.

Future Implications
What does this mean for an owner of mixed pine and hardwood
timberland?
Improved Hardwood Management: Southern hardwoods
typically have been accorded little respect and been poorly
managed. Many landowners have practiced either periodic
clearcuts, or poorly advised, selective “high grade” cuts, which
remove only the best hardwoods along with the pine, leaving
the worst stems.
For the last six years, low pine sawlog prices have prevailed,
discouraging many landowners from selling. Pine pulpwood
prices have failed to keep pace with hardwood. Many timberland
analysts predict that the excess pine inventory accumulated
over the last decade will prevent pine prices from recovering

for years to come. In this light, the economic rationale for pine
conversion of healthy hardwood stands might be over.
With the advent of valuable hardwood pulpwood and
small sawlogs, the day of thinning hardwood stands with an
eye to improvement may be here.
White oak sawtimber demand throughout the South is
growing rapidly, a function of all of the above trends. However,
it also results from rapidly growing whisky and wine barrel
demand, an American specialty. If you have a stand of 30 to
50 year old white oak, it might be profitable to thin and let it
grow rather than routinely ship it off to a pulpmill. Small log
use might enable you to sell it sooner and for more money than
you might expect.
Of course, throughout the South, vast areas of natural
hardwoods have been converted to pine plantations. Many
of these are managed as virtual agricultural fields, practically
void of understory. In our minds, nothing is as beautiful
and supportive of wildlife as a natural hardwood stand, or a
mixed natural pine and hardwood stand. Natural hardwoods
could be a better option.
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under continual improvement in Europe and Canada, is now
being widely introduced here for hardwoods. To augment
production, traditional large sawlog band mills are adding
additional narrow kerf, chipper canter curve saw rigs. All
have multiple laser scanners with computer optimization
of primary and secondary breakdown, enabling the most
efficient lumber recovery. With appropriate log sorting, such
mills can increase production while lowering costs, always the
avenue to long-term success.
The high quality, albeit thin and narrow boards produced
from small diameter logs, can increase the market share of such
mills. These boards are used for a variety of uses, including
flooring, cabinetry, moldings, pallets, or laminated lumber
components. This technology, during a recovery in which
increasing lumber demand occurs, could spread rapidly.
The latest veneer technology now can spin logs six inches
in diameter, enabling the manufacture of high quality veneer
from what were, until very recently, considered to be pulpwood
logs. These types of mills are specialized and not expected to
become major consumers of logs, but still will make an impact.
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Hardwood Marketing: Whatever you do with your
hardwood stands, remember that if a small diameter hardwood
mill is the destination for many of your hardwood logs, you
ought to receive appropriate compensation for them. Rather
than relegating all hardwood logs smaller than 12 inches
to pulpwood and only the best larger logs to saw logs – the
practice of all too many Southern loggers – try to convince
the buyer to sort the logs according to their actual value. You
deserve to be paid as much as you can get for the products of
your forest and should not settle for less.

Jeff Wikle and Adam Watson are manager and associate appraiser,
respectively, of TerraSource Valuation (www.TSValue.com), a
timberland appraisal firm located in Monroe, North Carolina, that
provides valuation services to a wide variety of timberland owners.
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